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The Ultimate Guidebook for the Woman 40+ 
Who’s Ready to Quit Her Day Job and Do What 

She Really Wants! 
 

You’ve always done the right thing. You’ve worked hard at your job. You’ve been successful. You’ve 

been faithful and reliable and responsible. You’ve probably enjoyed your career, at least parts of it, and 

feel satisfaction in the things you’ve accomplished. 

But are you happy? Are you fulfilled? 

If you’re 40 or older, and especially if you’re over 50, you’re likely becoming increasingly aware of how 

fast your life is moving through time. Maybe you’ve started realizing that all you really have is today and 

if you don’t start pursuing what you REALLY want right now, you may not ever actually fulfill your true 

purpose in this life. The time to get started is NOW! 

I know – I’ve been there!  

My wake-up call came in my mid-fifties. Alarm bells started going off inside of me, shaking me out of my 

comfort zone. You know that place where you are “playing it safe” with a job, steady paycheck, benefits, 

and all those things that make us feel so secure – and scared to make a move! It truly shook me to my 

core as I saw a vision of myself standing at the end of my life looking back over all those missed 

opportunities to do what I was created to do. In that moment, I made the best decision of my life!  

I made a choice – it’s the same choice you’re making now! I chose to follow my heart, follow the road 

less traveled, my own unique path, and do whatever it took to make that happen. 

Now it’s your turn! But wait, don’t go quitting your day job just yet!  

First, you need to lay some groundwork! That’s what this book is all about. It is designed to give you a 

starting point for your third act, so that you can start writing the story of this next crucial stage of your 

life.  

How DO you discover what you REALLY want?  “I feel lost. I don’t know what I really want, and I have no 

idea how to figure that out!” That is what I hear all the time from the women I work with as a coach. So, 

if you have thought the same thing, just know that you are not alone! In fact, you are totally normal!   

There are three key questions you need to answer for yourself. In this little book, we will explore these 

questions and walk through several practical exercises to get you started on the journey. 

“There is no greater gift you can give or receive than to honor your calling. 

It’s why you were born. And how you become most truly alive.”  

―Oprah Winfrey  
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The three key questions you need to answer before you quit your day job are: 

1. Who are you, REALLY? 

2. What is REALLY important to you? 

3. What is REALLY holding you back? 

At this point, you may be asking yourself if doing this work and reading through this book is worth your 

time. You may feel a little nervous about making any changes in your life or stepping out to pursue your 

dream and your passion. If so, that’s quite common. I felt the same way – and as a result, I did nothing 

for years and tried to be happy with the job I had. But I wasn’t happy. 

There are many reasons why you CAN and SHOULD make the leap into pursuing the dream of your heart 

with confidence and power. At this season in your life, you’re motivated by a sense of urgency as you 

know first-hand how fast time goes by, and you have more freedom as your children are older and, in 

many cases, have already left home to go out on their own.  

These are huge advantages! Plus, you’ve had years of experience in the workforce and/or managing 

your home and you have amassed many impressive skills (that you may not even be aware of!) and 

hard-earned wisdom that only years of living can give you.   

You are more prepared to do this than you realize! The fact that you took the time to download this 

book and are now reading it is proof! Starting any new endeavor when you are in your midlife years is a 

challenge, for sure! But you are up to it! You can do this!  

This book was written especially for you – the woman who is awakened and ready to live her dream and 

step fully into an amazing third act! 

“If you organize your life around your passion, you can turn your passion into 

your story and then turn your story into something bigger―something that 

matters.” ―Blake Mycoskie 

 

#1: Who are you, REALLY? 

I mean, REALLY – WHO are you? Do you know? 

Your first response might be something like, “I am a teacher,” or “I am the mother of five children,” or “I 

am the director of a department in my company.”  

But, that’s not WHO you are, that’s what you DO. Most women think of themselves in these terms – 

what they do and who they’re related to. If what you DO is aligned with who you really are at your core, 

then you’re in a great situation. That is when you feel the sense of satisfaction and fulfillment. That is 

when you’re living your purpose. But most of us have it backwards. We try to DO something so that we’ll 

HAVE something and then, hopefully, we will in the end BE who we want to be. 
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We’re going to flip that equation around and start with BEING. Most of the women I work with have not 

ever taken the time to do a deep-dive self-discovery process, so they don’t have a clear and strong 

sense of who they really are at their core.  

This is where I start talking about “unique design.” I believe we are all created with a unique design. No 

one on the planet is exactly like you. You are unique. You have an inner design – innate qualities, talents, 

strengths, personality, and perspective that makes you uniquely YOU. 

Discovering that unique design is a fascinating journey! And because we are each an amazing 

masterpiece, with intricacies and patterns, like a tapestry, this journey takes some exploration. I love 

doing this work with my clients because when the full picture emerges of who they are, it takes my 

breath away! The tapestry of each individual woman is always stunningly beautiful – and this is usually 

the first time in her life that she has ever seen the full picture of who she truly is. I call it a “holographic 

view” because we look at all the facets of the gorgeous jewel that makes up her unique design.  

As I said, this is a much more in-depth process than we could possibly cover in a little e-book. But I do 

want to give you a place to start. If you are interested in taking a deeper dive, you can check out the 

resources at the end of this book. One of those is my online course, The Life Purpose Course for Women 

40+. Be sure to check that out! 

For now, here is an exercise that can kickstart your search for the REAL YOU! 

A Simple Self-Discovery Exercise: Answer these questions thoughtfully. Find a quiet place and take 

some time to truly reflect and go deep on each one. 

1. What makes you come alive when you do it or even just think about doing it? 

  

2. What have people always complimented you on? 

 

3. What are you doing when you totally lose track of time, even forget to eat, and then can’t wait 

to go back and do it again? 

 

4. When in your life have you been the most successful? The most fulfilled? What were you doing? 

 

5. What are your greatest strengths? 

 

Another thing you can do is to take strengths inventories and personality assessments. A simple internet 

search will lead you to these assessments, many of which are free. Look over the reports you receive 

after taking these assessments and underline or highlight any words or phrases that resonate strongly 

with you. Then, think about how those qualities have helped you succeed, energized you, and led you to 

jobs, events, places, organizations, hobbies, and activities. Where do you see these qualities show up in 

your life? 
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#2: What is REALLY important to you? 

 

“The two most important days in your life are the day you are born and the day 

you find out why.” —Mark Twain. 

This is your WHY – the reason you do what you do. Your why is like the tip of an iceberg. The deepest 
part of it is under the surface, residing in your subconscious mind and heart. Often, you aren’t even 
aware of it. It’s like the hard drive of a computer – those thoughts, beliefs, and perspectives that are 
deeply engrained in your soul. This is the bedrock of what motivates you, the driver behind your 
decisions and the passion that fires up your heart.  
 
This is what keeps you going when the going gets tough. This is the answer to the question: 
 
What do you REALLY want and WHY do you want it? 
 
This is where your deepest desires and dreams reside. This question is super important to answer before 

you take even the first step toward leaving your day job. You must have a crystal-clear understanding of 

your WHY because when it looks like nothing is working and you’re getting nowhere toward fulfilling 

your dreams, your why is like the fuel in your tank. It will keep you moving down the track.  

This work cannot be rushed, and you may need to enlist the help of friends, family, or a coach to drill 

down to your deepest heart’s desires, passions, and dreams. You likely have dreams that have been 

stored down so deep in your heart and for so long that you’ve forgotten them or disregarded them as 

not being possible or reasonable. It often takes honest soul-searching to uncover these long-buried 

dreams. 

Two foundational pieces to your WHY are your VALUES and your DREAMS. The following two exercises 

are designed to get you started on each one of these pieces, but remember, this is just a beginning.  

Your BIG Dream Journal: Use the following questions to guide you. Allow yourself to dream BIG! Take 

the limits off and lean into all the possibilities. 

1. What do you want your lifestyle to be like?  

2. Where would you really love to live?  

3. What do you want your home to be like?   

4. If you could live your dream life, how would you spend your days?   

5. What would you do when you first get up in the morning? 

6. Where would you be working?  

7. What city or town would you live in? How much money would you like to make?  

8. If you could do anything in the world that you wanted to do and could do it all day long what, 

would you be doing? 
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Identify Your Core Values: Your values are the principles you live by. These are the reasons behind your 
decisions. These are the drivers behind what motivates you and the reason you feel strongly about 
certain issues and causes. Values answer the question: What MUST I have in my life? They define what 
you care the most about and what is most valuable to you.  
 
Think about the following key areas of your life: Spirituality, Finances, Career/Vocation, Family, Living 
Environment, Health & Wellness, Personal Growth, and Community. 
Write each one of these categories on the top of a page in your journal. Then, just let do a brain dump 
and as words and phrases come to you for each area, write them down, using the following questions to 
guide you: 
 

1. What do you care the MOST about? 
2. What is MOST important to you? 
3. Where do you invest MOST of your time and energy? 
4. What drives your decisions the MOST? 

 
The next step is to look at what you’ve written and organize the words and phrases into categories or 
groups. Try to create 5-8 groups around a common theme. Then, pare those groups down into just 2-3 
key words or phrases. The idea is to capture the essence of your values and passions. Those key words 
and phrases are most likely expressions of your core values.  
 
Here are some examples of “value words” to help you get the idea: 
Integrity, Honesty, Creativity, Fun, Family, Diversity, Service, Belonging, Planning, Excellence, Connection 
 
There are SO many words and phrases I could add to this list. What’s important is that these words are 
coming from your heart and are meaningful to you. 
 
Next, take each one of your value words and drill down even further. Why is that important to you? 
Where does that value show up in your life? How does it influence your decisions and choices?  
 
Finally, create value statements. Keep them short and clear. 
Example: I value integrity. Your word is who you are. 
 
Once you have completed these exercises, you will have a much clearer understanding of what is really 
important to you and why. This will be your guiding light and serve as guardrails for you as you begin to 
map out where you want to take your life in your third act. You will know your motivation for doing 
what you want to do. 
 
Why is motivation so important? Because it is the reason you do everything necessary to overcome the 

obstacles, make the necessary changes in your life no matter how tough they are, learn new skills and 

concepts, break through the resistance you feel, stop procrastinating, and develop your inner self to 

become who you need to be, so you can live the life you really want to live. 

Your true motivation is cradled in your subconscious mind, in your core beliefs and values, and it is the 

driving force behind all your thoughts and actions. When you connect with your deep inner desire to 
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contribute to the world and make an impact, leaving your unique footprint behind, while using your 

God-given talents and strengths, then you have discovered and tapped into your divine life purpose.  

That changes everything! 

“People who use time wisely spend it on activities that advance their overall 

purpose in life.” ―John C. Maxwell 

 

#3: What is REALLY holding you back? 

You are standing on the threshold of something new, but you find that you just can’t take that first step 

through the doorway. What is holding you back? You may have thought of so many ideas and 

possibilities you’d like to explore, but when it comes to actually doing anything about them, you feel 

stuck in the mud, rooted to the same spot, unsure of which direction to go.  

This, too, is normal – and very, very common. 

You are being blocked. Two of the most common blocks I have seen that hold women back from doing 

what they really want are Limiting Beliefs and the Inner Critic. 

Limiting Beliefs 

These are usually closely held, deeply entrenched subconscious beliefs you adopted at some point in 

your life. You may not even realize they are there. This is what I call “The Elephant Syndrome.”  

When an elephant is a baby and being raised for the circus, his owner will tether one of his legs to a post 

or stake in the ground, so he can’t wander off.  He learns from a young age, that he cannot break free 

from that rope. When he is full grown, he will still stay tied to that post and not even try to break free. 

Why? He certainly has the ability, strength and power to pull that stake out of the ground or break the 

rope, doesn’t he? The reality is that he BELIEVES that he can’t, so he doesn’t even try.  

This is the perfect picture of a limiting belief. The truth is that we CAN break free – we have the power 

and the ability, but because we believe that we cannot do it, we don’t even try.  

Here is an example of a Limiting Belief: 

When you get to this age, you should be thinking of retirement, not starting a new career or business 

or whatever. You may hear this message looping through your mind, but how true is it really? You may 

have subconsciously picked up that limiting belief from societal messages where you see images 

everywhere of young people doing exciting new things and older people basically sitting and watching. 

Your mind internalizes those messages and then begins to believe that it’s true. I know - I struggled a lot 

with this challenge.  
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Challenge it with this question: How true is that, really?   

The truth is that message is nonsense! You’re still alive, aren’t you? Why should you just quietly go stand 

in a corner when you have a LOT to give and share with the world? Get fired up! Get tough with yourself 

and decide you’ve heard enough! Replace those old thoughts with new empowering messages focused 

on all the possibilities and opportunities that are right in front of you! Once you switch out the old tape 

with the limiting belief and replace it with your new fired up message that says, “I can do it,” endless 

possibilities begin to emerge into view. So, get fired up! Get tough with yourself! There is no better time 

than now! You are NEVER too old to pursue your dream!  

Write a list of your limiting beliefs and then challenge them. Create a “truth statement” that you can 

speak out every time that limiting belief shows up. Find the evidence, the facts, that PROVE that your 

truth statement is true and that you have the power to break free from that little post in the ground! 

 

The Inner Critic 
This one is powerful because it is so personal. This is that little voice inside your head that always tells 

you something like, “You’re not good enough, you’re not smart enough, you don’t have what it takes.” 

This message could even come in the form of a parent’s voice or a teacher’s voice. It’s usually a message 

that started in childhood to protect you from something (like embarrassment, failure, humiliation, 

punishment, etc.)  

 

I’ve heard a variety of these Inner Critic messages from women, such as: 

 

• You can’t learn anything new. (You’re too slow or you have a learning disability. You’re not a 

good reader or writer or you’re not good with technology and you’re too old to learn it.) 

 

• You don’t have any (or enough) experience. You have never done this before. What makes you 

think you can do it now?  

 

• You haven’t worked in XX years. You’ve been a “stay-at-home” mom, what do you know? Who 

will take your seriously? You haven’t done anything for XX years. 

 

• You aren’t bold enough (or strong enough, young enough, old enough, smart enough, etc.). 

Basically, you are just not enough. 

 

My Inner Critic message: No one wants to hear anything you have to say. You are boring. You should 

just be quiet, don’t speak up, don’t share your thoughts or ideas or opinions or knowledge. No one will 

listen.  

This message started when I was in the first grade. On the way back from the bathroom with another 

little girl, I became aware that she was giggling at something as she walked behind me. I had no idea 

why. When we walked into the classroom, everyone started laughing, looking at me. The teacher quietly 

and gently came over to me and fixed the back of my skirt, which I unknowingly had tucked into my 
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undies. Of course, I was humiliated and embarrassed – and hurt that the other girl just let me walk in 

the room like that. The message started with “Don’t get up in front of people. You’ll be embarrassed.” 

 

The message evolved as I grew up in my large family. I remember getting frustrated at dinner time 

because no one would listen to me when I tried to share something. Everyone would be chattering away 

at the same time and it got fairly noisy, as you can imagine with eight children and two adults around 

the same table! So, in exasperation one day, I turned to the wall and started talking to it. Everyone got 

quiet and stared at me. 

 

Someone asked me why I was talking to the wall. I blurted out that at least the wall listened to me! They 

laughed and went back to talking. No one asked me what I had wanted to say. I think the message went 

deep into my heart that day that I wasn’t interesting, and no one wanted to hear my thoughts. So, the 

Inner Critic message was formed to protect me from being hurt. It’s safer to just not share my thoughts, 

especially in a group. 

 

These messages are embedded deep in your heart and it may take some digging to root them out and 

expose them to the light of day. The most important thing to realize is that the Inner Critic message is 

just a thought that you adopted and believed to be true. The good news is that you can change the 

message and create an EMPOWERING message from your Inner Coach. You basically repurpose the 

Inner Critic and give it a new job!  

 

My new Inner Coach message became: I am inspiring! I inspire and empower women to become all that 

they were meant to be. I have so much value to add to the lives of others from what I’ve learned and 

experienced. People DO want to hear what I have to say! 

 

What is your Inner Critic message? Drill down to the core message and go back into your past to find its 

roots. Then look at why that message was formed in the first place. What did it protect you from? 

 

First identify your Inner Critic’s core message and where it came from. Then flip the message to one 

that empowers you to do what you LOVE and what your heart tells you to do. I have found from my 

work with many women that the Inner Critic message is always connected somehow to your calling and 

your deepest passion. Look for the message of your Inner Coach. Write it down and speak it out loud 

whenever the old message comes up. You will be replacing that tired old message with your new one 

and before long, you will be acting on that new belief.  

 

You CAN do this! You ARE good enough!  

 

You DO have a passion and a purpose that you were created to pursue. But you may have not ever 

tapped into it fully - at least not yet. Maybe you have never dared to follow your own destiny and, 

instead, settle for the path that someone else told you to follow.  

Are you pursuing your divine purpose in life, or are you wasting your precious time, energy, and life 

force doing something you think you should be doing? Are you happy, full of energy, embracing each 
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new day with enthusiasm? Or are you burned out, stressed, tired, frustrated, and living for the weekend 

or the next vacation just so you can escape the drudgery for a little while?  

It is critical that you move the pursuit of your destiny to the top of your priority list now! I promise 

you, when you do that, the motivation, creativity, and persistence that it takes to create the necessary 

changes in your life will suddenly appear! 

“There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you.”  

―Maya Angelou 

 

What are your next steps? 
Making the leap from quitting your day job to pursuing your dream is a huge step. You need to have a 

plan in place that will guide you wisely through this transition. It’s normal to feel so excited about all the 

possibilities that you are tempted to quit your day job too hastily, which can lead to disastrous results.  

Create a solid plan, get some expert guidance, and take your time. You need to lay a solid foundation 

under you before you step out on this new path. This book was written to give you a head start by 

helping you answer those three key questions, but this is only the beginning.  

A great next step is to enroll in The Life Purpose Course for Women 40+. This course is specifically 

designed for women like you who are ready to quit their unfulfilling day job and do what they really 

want!  

The course takes you through 4 modules:  

1. Know Your Unique Design – Using 3 assessments, we dive into your innate talents, strengths, 

gifts, and personality to see how you are uniquely designed for your unique calling and purpose. 

2. Know Your Inner Super Powers – We explore your dreams, passions, values, and perspectives 

and create a vision board. These are your super powers that fuel your energy, motivation and 

drive! 

3. Know What’s in Your Toolbox – You’ve acquired an impressive set of tools throughout your life. 

In this module, we examine those tools to see they have equipped and positioned you as you 

step into your third act of life. 

4. Know Your Roadmap – Here is where we put it all together to create specific goals and a clear 

roadmap to guide you along the journey.  

The Life Purpose Course is a comprehensive course that guides you from where you are now to where 

you want to be. Each module comes with a set of videos and a digital workbook, plus bi-weekly virtual 

live group coaching sessions with me. Plus, you’ll have a free membership in an exclusive and private 

Facebook group where you can connect and collaborate with other women on this journey. You’ll have 

guidance, support and accountability all through the course.  

Click on the link below for more information on The Life Purpose Course for Women 40+ and to enroll. 

https://www.emerginglifecoaching.com/the-life-purpose-course 

https://www.emerginglifecoaching.com/the-life-purpose-course
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What other steps you can take to receive support and guidance? 

Join my Facebook Group: You can also find support in my Facebook group: Emerging Life for Women 

40+. Please come and join the party here: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/emerginglifeforwomen40plus/ 

Visit my page here: https://www.facebook.com/emerginglifecoaching/ 

 

Fridays at Noon calls: Every Friday, I host a free call where I talk about different topics relating to 

women over 40. You can find out how to attend these calls and listen to the recordings of past calls on 

my website here: https://www.emerginglifecoaching.com/#emerge-academy-section 

 

Hire me as Your Coach: And then, of course, if you’re ready to take this to the next level and make 

progress fast toward your dreams, consider working with me privately with one-on-one coaching 

sessions. If you’re interested in finding out more about how working with me can help you at a much 

deeper level and faster pace, click this link to apply for private coaching: 

https://www.emerginglifecoaching.com/contact 

 

Here’s to living your dream! 

Knowing your purpose gives your life meaning, simplicity, focus and motivation. It 

also prepares you for eternity. Rick Warren 

 

  “We must be willing to get rid of the life we’ve planned, so as to have the life that 

is waiting for us.” Joseph Campbell 

 

“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined.” 

Henry David Thoreau  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/emerginglifeforwomen40plus/
https://www.facebook.com/emerginglifecoaching/
https://www.emerginglifecoaching.com/#emerge-academy-section
https://www.emerginglifecoaching.com/contact
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About Janelle Anderson… 
 

Janelle Anderson, founder and owner of Emerging Life Coaching, is a certified 

professional coach specializing in working with women 40+ who are ready to 

quit their day job so they can do what they really want. She helps them identify 

what is holding them back while helping them create a step-by-step plan to 

achieve their goals. Janelle offers private and group coaching programs featuring 

assessments, tools, resources, education and guidance. She also offers 

innovative and interactive workshops for women. 

Janelle received her credentials from the Institute of Professional Excellence in Coaching (iPEC), one of 

the country’s top-rated coach training schools. She has received her PCC credentials (Professional 

Certified Coach) from the ICF (International Coach Federation).  She is a Master Practitioner in the 

Energy Leadership Index Assessment, a powerful tool that reveals the core of a person’s thoughts, 

emotions, actions and perceptions. Janelle is also a COR.E Wellbeing Dynamics Specialist, based on a 

methodology that facilitates greater well-being in every area of life.  

Janelle is the author of a devotional prayer journal, Come into My Garden, plus three EBooks: The 

Ultimate Guidebook for the Woman 40+ Who’s Ready to Quit Her Day Job, The Ultimate Woman’s Guide 

to Life After 50 and Five Roadblocks to a Happy Life in Retirement and How to Overcome Them. Janelle 

hosts a weekly live call, Fridays at Noon, where she discusses a variety of topics related to women 40 

and older. 

She is available as a speaker for women’s retreats, workshops, meetings, and conferences.  

Contact Janelle here:  

Website: www.emerginglifecoaching.com 

Email: janelle@emerginglifecoaching.com 

Phone: 540-391-0332 
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